Vintage and contemporary design in its original version since 1999!

TRULY EXCEPTIONAL PIECES !
For 22 years that they have existed, Les Puces du Design
has provided a rare opportunity to see, and if desired,
acquire outstanding pieces in the history of design;
worthy of the most beautiful museums in the world.
From December 2 to 5, through the exhibition-event of this
41st edition "Génération Formes Utiles - French designers in
the Age of Growth 1945 - 1973", these are truly exceptional
pieces that you will be able to discover.
Here are some of them in preview; presented by
the Exhibition Curator Thibault Lannuzel !

Very rare F500 set by Pierre PAULIN for Artifort 1975
A very rare set by French designer Pierre Paulin consisting of a sofa and two armchairs, in production only for
one year ...
Sale price: € 18,000

Rare lampe A32
d'Alain RICHARD 1965
A clean minimalist shape and
sophisticated details characterize
this rare lamp by designer Alain
Richard.
Sale price: € 3,500

Papaye coffee table
prototype by J.P.
LAPORTE
There is only one copy of this coffee
table presented at the Salon des
Artistes Décorateurs in 1969.
Sale price: € 12,000

A sculptural and extremely
rare armchair Circa 1968
This Half and Half armchair by Christian
GERMANAZ is a rare piece that has a
strong presence and offers surprising
comfort.
Price upon request

Bouloum by Olivier Mourgue in its original edition Circa 1968
Typical of the exploration by designers of new materials, this Bouloum armchair by Olivier Mourgue will be
presented in a rare original edition in a vintage red loop fabric ...
Sale price: € 6,000

René-Jean CAILLETTE
coffee table prototype

Roger TALLON & TECHNASI desk-table
for Flambo Circa 1966

Designed for his personal use, this René-Jean Caillette
coffee table is a unique example acquired during the
succession of the designer; a rare piece that is
associated with the everyday designer himself.

Roger TALLON's creations have been part of our life for
decades without our being aware of it (TGV, RER map,
etc.); he also proposed lesser-known pieces which are
also of great historical and aesthetic interest ...

Sale price: 10,000 €

Sale price: € 4,500
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